(student name) is applying for a French spot in the LCWA Franco-Hispano House. The Franco-Hispano House is a Living and Learning Community in which French and Spanish are used as the primary languages. An ideal candidate to live in this type of environment works well with others, is enthusiastic about speaking French and learning about other languages (especially Spanish), and makes a concerted effort to speak French to the best of his or her ability. Please evaluate the student in the following categories. Place an X in the appropriate spaces.

1. How would you characterize his or her ability to work cooperatively with others?
   ___very cooperative    ___somewhat cooperative    ___uncooperative

2. Please characterize your opinion of his or her level of enthusiasm about speaking French.
   ___very enthusiastic    somewhat enthusiastic    unenthusiastic

3. How much effort does he or she make to use French to the best of his or her ability?
   ___great effort         ___adequate effort        ___complacent

4. Would you recommend him or her to live in a French-dominant environment?
   ___recommend highly    ___recommend with reservations    ___not recommended

5. How long and in what capacity have you known this candidate?

Do you have additional comments that would assist the committee in choosing this applicant?

Merci!

Recommender Name: ________________________________________________________________

Contact Information: _______________________________________________________________

Please email the completed form to Dr. Gilles Glacet at glacetg@cofc.edu.